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Precision Sensor Scanner - Enclosed 8302
precision bearings provide vertical alignment tolerances to within ± .125 mm
(.005 in.) as well as very high reliability.

Features and Benefits
" Vertical alignment remains stable under

The Precision Sensor Scanner
(model 8302) is totally enclosed and
ensures stable and reliable profile
measurement for any complement
of Sentrol sensors.

all environmental conditions. This is
essential because a variation of .125 mm
(.005 in.) represents a basis weight error
of 0.16 gms. (0.1 lbs/3000 sq. ft.).

Sentrol designs products with
inherent accuracy and stability-by
eliminating rather than compensating for effects that degrade
performance. For example, accurate
basis weight measurement depends
on critical alignment of the sensor
heads. With the Precision Sensor
Scanner this alignment remains
stable under all environmental
conditions.

" The scanner does not require regular
alignment profile correction procedures
requiring a sheet break or loss of
production. Also, alignment corrections
by an air scan cannot correct for conditions when the sheet is in the measuring
gap.
* The scanner is totally enclosed and air
purged, protecting all internal components from dirt, dust, humidity and heat.
High reliability is the result.
" A unique "floating" end stanchion
relieves differential thermal expansion
stresses - thus preventing sensor
misalignment.
" Precision ground and hardened steel
round rails together with V-groove

" Massive 305 mm (12 in.) I-beams,
supported by equally rugged end
stanchions make the most stable frame
in the industry.
" No electronics are contained in the
frame. All electronics and power
supplies are in the air conditioned
Sensor Interface Module for reliability
and serviceability.
" Unique pulsed infrared edge detectors
provide automatic computer controlled
scanning, no matter what the variation
in trim width. They are immune to errors
caused by dirt or coating buildup or
variations in ambient lighting.
" Scanner lengths to 12.5m (490 in.).
" Durable steel shrouds can be quickly
removed in the event maintenance
should be required. Low clearance
swing doors provide access to the drive
mechanics.
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Precision Sensor Scanner

nclosed 8302

Application

V-groove bearings support the sensor
carriage. Their configuration provides the
required lateral as well as vertical stability.
Only these precision machined surfaces
provide and maintain the tolerances
required by the Sentrol design.

No matter what the application or where
on the machine, the totally sealed and
purged Precision Scanner provides reliable
and precise operation.
Whether being subjected to the dust of a
tissue machine, the heat of a heavy board
machine or the humidity of the wet end;
the Precision Sensor Scanner has a proven
record of performance.
It is designed to meet the exacting requirements of weight measurement on the
lightest of products such as tissue.

Design Features
The Precision Sensor Scanner frame
consists of two massive 305 mm (12 in.)
I-beams supported by an I-beam drive
stanchion and a "floating" end stanchion
which can accommodate cross machine
thermal expansions or contractions.
Precision ground and hardened round rails
are mounted on the lower flanges of the
I-beam with adjustable studs located every
15 cm (6 in.). Alignment tolerances of
.125 mm (.005 in.) are achieved through the
use of specially designed tools and jigs as
well as proven alignment procedures.

Within the fully enclosed and air purged
scanner the frame, rails and bearings
maintain their factory tolerances year after
year and in any environment without
requiring regular computer air profile
compensation.
Triple strand, pre-stressed aircraft cable
drive and reference the upper and lower
sensor carriages.
The sensor platforms are configured to suit
any sensor complement. Sensors are
mounted in line so that the sensors
measure the same spot on the paper and
are not required to scan beyond the sheet
edge.

Operation
Operation of the scanner is microcomputer
controlled from the Sensor Interface
Module - SIM (model 8320) and operates
as an independent Stand-alone Intelligent
Measurement system. Variations in trim
width are automatically adjusted for.

Dedicated buttons on both ends of the
scanner are used to select the scan, fixed
point or off-sheet modes of operation or to
standardize. Where the Precision Sensor
Scanner is part of a Sentry system it can
also be controlled from the operator station
where its status is displayed on the video.
Additional switches and buttons on the
scanner provide complete manual
operation of the scanner and sensors for
set-up and maintenance procedures.
Whenever a sheet break occurs, the
sensor carriage automatically scans to the
off-sheet position.

Specifications
Scanning Head Stability
Vertical: ± .13mm (.005 in.)
Lateral: ± 1.3 mm (.050 in.)
Air Scan Profile
(Without Compensation)
0.5 g/m 2 (0.3 lb/3000 sq. ft.) peak to peak
maximum.
Ambient Temperature:
-18 0 C to 1200C (0°F to 250 0 F)
Humidity: 98% RH maximum
Dust: No effect
Platform Position Resolution:
Variable, to within 0.1 of a slice screw
position.
Scan Speed: Fixed 6 m/min,
(20 ft/min.)
Variable: 1.25 to 12.5 m/min.
(50 to 500 in/min)
Passline: Adjustable: ±450 standard
650 maximum
Sheet Width: 10,2 m (400 in) maximum
Scanner Length: 12.5 m (500 in) maximum
Frame Beam Size: 30.5 x 25.5 cm
(12 x 10 in)
Scanner Weight: 900 kg (2000 Ibs) plus
2.2 kg per cm (12 lbs per in) of frame length.
Power Source: 115/220v., 50/60 Hz
1.5 KVA
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Betameter® Basis Weight Sensor- 8201
Sentrol's Betameter is a self-calibrating composition insensitive
basis weight sensor using five
internal standards. Betameter's
measurement is absolute; it does
not have to be recalibrated
when changing grades. From
tissue and newsprint, through fine
papers and paperboard, to heavy
boards and pulps: Betameter is
application matched to provide
accurate on-line measurement.
Betameter is not affected by
temperature-induced air density
variations, dirt build-up, sheet
flutter, source decay, or additive
and filler composition.
Betameter's accurate and
reliable basis weight measurement is the basis for on line
paper machine control and a
starting point for good product
quality, increased production and
cost savings.

Features and Benefits
" Betameter's measurement is absolute;
it does not have to be recalibrated
when changing grades.

" Betameter's superior accuracy and
temperature stability make it the
leading basis weight sensor for all
tissue and towelling applications.

" The sensor's self-reliant and absolute
measurement makes it the only basis
weight sensor totally suited for standalone measurement. It's microprocessor based design is ideal for use with
any type of host computer system.

" All internal air-spaces are pressure
sealed, thus eliminating the major
cause of errors due to air density
changes owing to temperature variations. As a result, Betameter does not
require unreliable temperature compensation methods which involve fans
or sensor head heaters.

" Betameter is composition insensitive.
It's patented design makes it insensitive
to additives and fillers so that it can
measure accurately from grade to
grade. This means that ash and additive variations cannot cause sensor
inaccuracy.

" The air gap between the two Betameter
heads is reduced to an applicationmatched minimum. The temperature of
this external air gap is measured by a
fast-response thermistor and is
compensated for.

* Betameter uses five customer-selected
internal standards to totally recalibrate
the sensor once per hour. This maintains superior accuracy by eliminating
all the effects of source decay,
atmospheric changes, pitch build-up
and coating build-up.
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* By using a specially designed collimator
and absorber conf guration, measurement accuracy is not affected by sheet
flutter.

Betameter®Basis Weight I

Operation
Betameter is a two-sided transmission
sensor based on the principle that
variations in mass (basis weight) of a
paper web produce variations in beta
particle absorption. Beta particles emitted
by a Krypton 85 or Strontium 90 source
(application matched) pass through the
paper sheet and those particles not
absorbed enter an ionization chamber to
produce a current signal.
State-of-the-art digital electronics condition and convert the signal and a microprocessor calculates the calibrated digital
basis weight value. Digital signal processing assures long term stability and
reproducibility.
Betameter's measurement is absolute.
Self-calibration and insensitivity to composition and temperature variations make it
ideally suited to distributed or stand-alone
operation. A microprocessor performs all
signal processing, sensor operation,
calibration, distributed diagnostic and data
communication functions.

sor-8201
Sentrol's Precision Sensor Scanner
provides stable sensor head alignment
under all environmental conditions. This is
critical since a variation of .125 mm
(.005 in.) represents a basis weight error
of 0.16 gsm (0.1 lbs/3000sq.ft.).
All air spaces in the sensor heads are
pressure sealed. This is important
because it maintains the same quantity of
air molecules within the beta-particles'
path, eliminating the major cause of
errors due to temperature variations.
The temperature stable scanner beams
and head design make a very narrow
measuring gap possible. Subsequently
only little external air gap compensation is
required. Air gap temperature is sensed
by a thermistor - mounted in an aerodynamically designed plate which avoids
dirt and dust buildup- ensuring fast
response to air temperature variations.

Specifications
Krypton 85 Source
Range: 8-750 gsm (5-450 lb/3000 ft 2)
Accuracy: ± 0.16 gsm (0.1 lb/3000 ft 2) up
to 160 gsm (100 lb/3000 ft 2), ±_0.10% for
2
weights over 160 gsm (100 lb/3000 ft )
2

Stability: ± 0.16 gsm (0.1 Ib/3000 ft )
over 12 hours without standardization.
Repeatability: 95% of repeated measure2
ments within ± 0.16 gsm (0.1 lb/3000 ft )

Strontium 90 Source
Range: 325-5600 gsm (200-3500

lb/3000 ft 2)
Accuracy: ± 0.40 gsm (.25 Ib/3000 ft 2) up
to 400 gsm (250 lb/3000 ft2), ± 0.100%
for
2
weights over 400 gsm (250 lb/3000 ft )
Stability: ± 0.8 gsm (0.5 lb/3000 ft 2) over
12 hours without standardization
Repeatibility: 95% of repeated measurements within ± 0.4 gsm (0.25 lb/3000 ft 2)

Five internal standards are used for selfcalibration. Once per hour the microprocessor automatically reads all standards
and then redefines the sensor's calibration curve.

Measured Area: 38 mm (1.5 inch) diameter
Pass Line Variation: Sheet flutter will not
effect the specified accuracy

A unique patented sensor geometry eliminates composition sensitivity. Ash and
additive variations cannot cause sensor
inaccuracy.

Air Gap: 3 mm (1/8 inch) normal
Temperature Limit: 80 0C (1800F) without
special head cooling

Five-point standardizedmeans absoluteaccuracy.A set of five custom-selected internal
standards- matched to the actual range of measurement of the sensor - is used to totally recalibrate
the sensor. This maintains accuracyby eliminating the effects of source decay, atmospheric
changes,pitch build-up and coatingbuild-up.

Automatic Recalibration: Programmed
once per hour
Relative Humidity Limit: 98%

Customized Range
of Application

Basis Weight

-

Sentrol Systems reserves the right to make changes at any time in designs or materials as progress in engineering
or manufacturing methods may warrant.
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